
 

Happy Hindi Dubbed Movie Allu Arjun EXCLUSIVE

the movie also stars anita rao, ritika singh, arti agarwal, nikunja ghosh, brahmi in lead roles. the
film is an official remake of bollywood's saaho, which stars ranveer singh and katrina kaif in lead
roles, and also features vidyut jammwal, aditi rao hydari and anil kapoor in supporting roles. allu

arjun is in the midst of his regular schedule of films and promotions. apart from ala
vaikunthapurramuloo, another release slated for now is the maranaa sequel, which will start

rolling out next month. he will also be seen as the chief antagonist in kamna punjabi's hindi film.
also out, will be the a2m movie, starring allu arjun, abhishek bachchan and kajal aggarwal. the
singer is happy that he was able to do a film that involves the trio in a screenplay. the first shot
was taken when maranaa was still incomplete. there were at least a couple of scenes that were
taken during the seven and a half years of maranaa, he added. asked if he will be working on a

new film after this, he said, i am happy to be able to make this film. but i need a certain period of
time to be able to work on a full-fledged film. i am doing one at a time now. on the efforts he has

put in to make himself better to better act, allu arjun said, i would want to thank my fans and
critics for their support and understanding. i got an offer to do a role in a kannada film, where

people haven't watched me in kannada. they had seen me in great roles in the past. i accepted
the film, and you can see how good i performed there. i haven't been able to voice over as yet,

but i am happy that i am putting effort into it, he said.
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earlier this month, allu arjun's fan page on
facebook marked the 25th anniversary of
the actor's debut with a photo of his first
showbiz award. asking for a like on the

post, the actor then jokingly asked people
to please not judge him by his looks,

clothes and such. director mahesh babu
recently said that hyderabad, which was
his hometown for decades, will never be

the same for him, because it is in the
limelight. the success of the film has given
many a reason to reminisce about the city.

the director said, in the past, hyderabad
used to take pride in the fact that it is the
only city in india to host several industries.

but now, with the rise of such cities like
bengaluru and mysuru, hyderabad is no

longer the city of industries. this film is an
excellent example of this, he said. the

release of sarileru neekevvaru has
witnessed a heavy turnout of fans. apart
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from the star cast, the costumes, sets,
locations and action sequences are all

praised. the makers have taken his love
and affinity for food to make a few brand
new dishes on the sets. however, the film
has also become a cause of concern, with
the society and media moral policing the
concept of endorsing a film by displaying

onscreen food and beverages. later,
prabhu thanked him for being the only guy
in show business who is an inspiration for

all the newbies on social media. she wrote,
'thank you for being a true inspiration for
us. we all look up to you. you're the only
actor we look up to. you are one of the

most humble and kind people and a great
human being. happy birthday @alluarjun.
thank you for being a source of inspiration

for us. you are the only actor we look up to.
you are one of the most humble and kind

people and a great human being.
5ec8ef588b
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